Dear 2NF Parents,

Thursday 27th August is our dress rehearsal at Erina High School. For this to run smoothly, we are asking that all children come to school dressed in their chosen dance clothing, with hair and makeup (optional) done. We feel it will be easier for the children to come to school dressed and ready to dance, creating less stress for all!

**Rehearsal day:**
- We will be leaving school at 9.15am sharp. All children will come straight to the classroom as they arrive at school, dressed correctly, where we will mark the roll and move to the buses. **PLEASE DO NOT BE LATE.**
- Recess, lunch and drinks are to be brought with the children in their bags. There will be **NO canteen** available.
- **NO electronics devices** are allowed on rehearsal day. Please bring a book, game or colouring to do when we are not performing. Some activities will be provided.
- Please bring your school uniform in a bag to change into after rehearsal, leaving dance clothing at school ready for the following week’s performance.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to send a note or call.

Wendy Norris & Marg Farncomb.